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CluePoints advanced analytics platform is designed to address the complex data 
management and analytics challenges faced by clinical research organizations with 
extensive study portfolios, vast data silos, and diverse end-user needs. 

Our solutions integrate with existing clinical data management platforms, minimizing 
disruption to your existing workflows and infrastructure.

Data Review and Query Management

Medical Coding

Clinical and Medical Review

Centralized Risk Monitoring

Ensure anomalies are  
detected and resolved  
early in the process

Develop treatments faster  
and more cost-efficiently 

CLUEPOINTS INTELLIGENT ANALYTICS PLATFORM

1

Data Sources 
and Systems

Improved Processes

CluePoints 
Intelligent Analytics 

Platform

Improve the speed of  
clinical trial data reporting 
and critical data cleaning tasks

Reduce time to 
database lock by 50%
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Clinical data relating to adverse events, patient medical history, and concomitant 
medications entered into Electronic Data Capture (EDC) systems as free text must be 
coded against standard medical dictionaries, such as MedDRA and WHODrug.

Many existing EDC systems include auto-coding software tools that typically use 
synonym lists built over time to find a code match for a specific reported medical 
event or drug. However, today’s medical coding tools don’t have incredible accuracy in 
automatically coding free text medical terms entered by sites. The bar of auto-coding 
is highly constrained where the reported free text must match the appropriate term 
available in the medical dictionary or synonym list. Manual coding takes place when 
auto-coding fails, requiring medical experts to provide and approve suggested coded 
terms. Manual coding is time-intensive and repetitive, and there’s an urgent need to 
improve the accuracy and automation of this process.

MEDICAL CODING
CATEGORIZE PATIENT DATA ACCURATELY AND UNIFORMLY

The CluePoints Intelligent Medical Coding Application automates the dictionary 
coding of medical terms. The application utilizes deep learning to suggest the top five 
dictionary matches for medical terms automatically. It has been trained on ground truth 
data from historical studies and refined with user feedback. 

THE SOLUTION
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This has dramatically increased the performance of existing synonym-based medical 
coding solutions and out-strips other ML-based coding solutions.

The CluePoints Intelligent Medical Coding application already enables a  

50% REDUCTION in overall medical coding effort. And as the confidence  
and accuracy of the algorithm increases, further efficiencies will be realized in 
reducing the effort required to review and approve coding suggestions.

84% of cases failed auto-coding without the CluePoints solution.

91% of cases were accurately provided the correct dictionary term by CluePoints.

97% of cases were given the correct dictionary term within the top five suggestions.

PERFORMANCE

IMPACT
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Correctly Coded

95% [97% Overall]
Correctly Coded

1st Predicition

Top 5 Predicitions

The application provides coding suggestions to end-users exploring the top coding 
recommendations for each term. They can either accept one of the suggested dictionary 
terms or select an alternative one by browsing the relevant dictionary.

The CluePoints Intelligent Medical Coding Application is being integrated with third-party 
clinical data management systems to minimize disruption to existing processes and 
workflows and to enable sponsors and CROs to leverage existing infrastructure.
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Current clinical data management tools typically use SAS- or SQL-based programs to 
identify data anomalies specific to the clinical trial protocol automatically. However, 
60-70% of potential anomalies don’t result in a query. Plus, many data discrepancies 
are discovered through manual data review. There’s an urgent need to automate and 
improve the data cleaning process and reduce the number of false-positive anomalies 
raised by current clinical data management tools.

DATA QUERY APPLICATION
CLEAN CLINICAL TRIAL DATA THROUGH EARLY IDENTIFICATION OF DATA ANOMALIES

The CluePoints Intelligent Data Query Application improves the precision of data 
anomaly identification over current SAS- or SQL-based methods. Using deep learning 
and training on manual queries generated in previous clinical studies, the application 
identifies data queries from raw clinical data.

The application also improves the efficiency of reviewing predicted anomalies by 
identifying the data fields that should be queried and presenting valuable information to 
the end-user. This might include data fields with supporting evidence or recommended 
query text that can be edited before sending back into EDC. 

THE SOLUTION
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The CluePoints application achieves improved performance by utilizing deep learning 
algorithms and training them with knowledge from historical studies.

96% precision rate found in manual queries detected in a small sample of historical studies.

4% of data anomalies raised a false positive. This rate is down from  
current reported rates of 60%-70% using SAS- or SQL-based methods.

50% increase in manual review speed by flagging the data fields of interest,  
identifying relevant supporting evidence, and providing recommended query text.

PERFORMANCE

This approach enables the human end-user to efficiently explore each suggested data 
anomaly along with the associated evidence data and the entire dataset to accept, reject, 
or refer to the query, edit the suggested query text, and submit the query.

High Precision
=

Low Number of False 
Discoveries to Review

Precision
Query Acceptance Rate

Recall
Query Detection Rate

Out of all Queries detected by the 
Application, how many were raised by SMEs

Out of all Queries raised by SMEs, how 
many were detected by the Application

High Recall
=

High Number of Actual
Queries Detected

96% 37%

DL algorithm detects 37% of the manual queries with only 4% of false queries raised.

Able to Detect Complex Queries
(from historial data)

1
Potential cardiovascular 
events that require further 
investigation

2
Non-resolved adverse 
events 3

Same/similar adverse 
events reported multiple 
times for the same patient

1 Query Text 2 Evidence Data

3 Field to be queried
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While we’re further refining and training the deep learning technology behind the 
application, the CluePoints application could significantly reduce false-positive  
edit checks and improve the effort required to clean study data.

IMPACT

Clinical and medical data reviews are essential to study oversight, identifying important 
safety and efficacy trends that lead to clinical hypotheses and drive earlier data-driven 
study decision-making. This results in the more efficient development of new therapies 
and improved quality and reliability of study outcomes. 

Today, study clinicians perform intensive clinical data reviews manually during study 
conduct, often using multiple independent systems. This process may confound the 
effectiveness and early detection of clinical signals. These challenges magnify as the 
volume of study data increases. ML methods present a tremendous opportunity 
to improve the clinical review process by automatically detecting clinical signals for 
clinicians to evaluate. This optimizes clinical data review scalability and promotes timely 
hypothesis generation from accruing study data.

CLINICAL SIGNAL DETECTION
REVIEW CLINICAL AND MEDICAL DATA TO DISCOVER SAFETY AND EFFICACY TRENDS

CluePoints has developed an initial ML deep learning solution for clinical signal 
detection in collaboration with a large sponsor organization, identifying several  
highly relevant clinical signals for studies within a single development program.  
We’ve initiated the next phase to refine and train the ML algorithm using a broader 
scope of clinical data sources.

THE SOLUTION



Initial work included developing an application that presents the predicted clinical 
signals in a prioritized order based on a score that indicates overall signal strength. 
The interface enables clinicians to quickly review summary descriptions of each signal, 
directly navigate to relevant patients and data, and fully assess and characterize the 
signal. Confirmed signals are marked for ongoing monitoring and documentation.  

CONNECT WITH CLUEPOINTS, FOR  
INDUSTRY NEWS AND EVENT UPDATES.

GENERAL QUESTIONS  
OR TO REQUEST A DEMO
If you have a general question, would like to discuss 
how CluePoints can support your upcoming clinical 
trial, or to request a demo of our platform, please 
contact us and a member of our team will get back  
to you shortly.

EMAIL:
contact@cluepoints.com

https://www.facebook.com/CluePoints/
https://twitter.com/CluePoints
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cluepoints/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDBmuyMZIJ6eT8YG6Cjpeeg

